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ABSTRACT
From a software design perspective, access control policies are re-
quirements that must be addressed in a design. For example, ac-
cess control policies are constraints that determine the type of ac-
cess authorized users have on information resources. In this paper,
we show how one can formulate access control policies as a pol-
icy model, formulate an access control aspect model that enforces
policies as an aspect, and verify whether the aspect model enforces
the given policies or not. As an access control policy example, we
use Role-Based Access Control (RBAC).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Requirements/Specifications]: Languages, Methodologies;
D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: Object-oriented design meth-
ods; D.2.4 [Software/Program Verification]: Validation

General Terms
Design, Security, Languages, Verification

1. INTRODUCTION
Rigorously establishing that a design enforces specified access

control policies requires checking that the design elements describ-
ing the access control feature enforce the policies. If the elements
are scattered across a design and tangled with other design ele-
ments then verification of the policy enforcement becomes difficult.
Aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) techniques have been advocated
as solutions for making the above tasks easier by isolating cross-
cutting access control features from other features in the design.

In our approach, access control features are modeled as aspect
models using the RBML template notation. Access control poli-
cies are expressed in terms of UML class diagrams with the Object
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Constraint Language (OCL) [26]constraints. Verifying access con-
trol aspect models against given policy requirements required us to
define realization mapping pairs to show the relationship of con-
cepts in two models. These mapping rules were used to transform
the OCL invariants in the policy model into invariants expressed in
terms of aspect model concepts. A difficulty arose when relating
generic and domain-specific concepts: An aspect model describes
generic concepts while a policy model expresses domain-specific
concepts. To tackle this problem we obtained a prototypical UML
model from the generic aspect model. The prototypical model is
one of the most-general context-specific models that can be instan-
tiated from the aspect model. It is obtained by simply replacing
parameters with the parameter names. The multiplicity parameters
are replaced with the weakest form of multiplicities allowed by the
aspect model. This prototypical model is used to establish that an
aspect model enforces access control policies expressed as UML
class models.

2. BACKGROUND
In the AOM approach, features that crosscut a design can be de-

scribed by aspect models if their distributed parts have common
characteristics. In these cases the cross-cutting features can be iso-
lated and described as patterns. Aspect models are descriptions of
patterns and composition of aspect and primary models involves in-
corporating instantiations of the patterns into specified parts of the
primary model. An overview of composition in the AOM approach
is shown in Fig. 1. An AOM design model consists of the fol-
lowing artifacts: (1) A primary model which describes application
features not described by aspect models, (2) A set of aspect models,
where each model describes a pattern that is a generic (parameter-
ized) description of a cross-cutting feature, (3) A set of bindings
that determines the pattern instantiations that will be produced and
composed with the primary model, and (4) A set of composition
directives that determines how aspect models are composed with
the primary model.

Before an aspect model can be composed with a primary model,
the aspect model must be instantiated in the context of the appli-
cation domain. An instantiation is obtained by binding elements in
the aspect model to elements in the application domain. The result
is called a context-specific aspect model. A context-specific aspect
model is produced for each part of the primary model into which
the aspect feature is to be incorporated. (For further details, refer



Figure 1: An overview of the AOM approach

to [12].)
In our work, primary and context-specific aspect models are ex-

pressed in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [24]. The UML
is an Object Management Group (OMG) standard modeling lan-
guage. A system is described in the UML using multiple diagrams
that present different views of the system. In this paper we use
only two types of diagrams: Class diagrams specify static structure
and sequence diagrams describe how objects interact to accomplish
tasks. A UML class diagram consists of a set of classifiers (for
example, classes, interfaces) and their relationships (for example,
association, generalization). Classes may have attributes and op-
erations. In this paper, operation specifications and constraints on
attributes are expressed using the OCL [26]. A UML sequence di-
agram presents a behavioral view that focuses on the interactions
that take place between class objects when they collaborate to ac-
complish a specific task. The interactions are expressed in terms of
lifelines representing objects and messages that are passed between
objects.

Aspect models consist of template forms of UML diagrams. In
this paper, aspect models consist of class and sequence diagram
templates. Instantiating an aspect model involves binding tem-
plate parameters to names in an application domain namespace
(see Fig. 1). A class diagram template consists of parameterized
elements, such as, relationship templates and class templates that
consist of attribute templates and operation templates. Attribute
templates can be associated with OCL constraint templates that
produce constraints that restrict attribute values when instantiated.
Similarly, operation templates can be associated with OCL pre- and
postcondition templates that produce operation specifications when
instantiated.

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [9] is used to protect infor-
mation targets (henceforth referred to simply as targets) from unau-
thorized users. To achieve this goal, RBAC specifies and enforces
different kinds of constraints. Core RBAC defines the properties
that must be present in any RBAC application. Core RBAC re-
quires that users be assigned to roles, roles be associated with per-
missions (approval to perform an operation on a target), and that
users acquire permissions through their associated roles. For ex-
ample, in a banking application, users can be assigned to roles such
as loan officer and teller, where a loan officer has permission to
issue loans to customers.

Sandhu et al. [22] have specified four conceptual RBAC models.
Core RBAC (RBAC0) is the most basic model. In core RBAC, a
user can establish a session to activate a subset of roles to which the

user is assigned. Hierarchical RBAC (RBAC1) includes RBAC0

and introduces role hierarchies. Hierarchies structure roles to re-
flect an organization’s lines of authority and responsibility and they
are specified using inheritance of roles. RBAC2 includes RBAC0

and introduces constraints to restrict the assignment of users or per-
missions to roles, or the activation of roles in sessions. Constraints
are used to specify application dependent conditions, such as, sep-
aration of duties. RBAC3 combines both RBAC1 and RBAC2, thus
providing role hierarchies as well as constraints.

Core RBAC does not place any constraint on the cardinalities of
the user-role assignment relation or the permission-role association.
In core RBAC each user can activate multiple sessions; however,
each session is associated with only one user. The operations that a
user can perform in a session depend on the roles activated in that
session and the permissions associated with those roles.

Hierarchical RBAC adds role hierarchies to Core RBAC. Role
hierarchies define inheritance relation among the roles in terms of
permissions and user assignments. If role r1 inherits role r2 then
all permissions of r2 are also permissions of r1 and all users of r1
are also users of r2. There are no cardinality constraints on the
inheritance relationship. The inheritance relationship is reflexive,
transitive and anti-symmetric.

Static Separation of Duty (SSD) relations are used to define con-
flicting roles: If a user is assigned to roles that conflict then there
is a conflict of interest with respect to permissions assigned to the
user via the roles. SSD relations between roles constrain how users
are assigned to roles: Membership in one role that takes part in an
SSD relation prevents the user from being a member of the other
role. The SSD relationship is symmetric, but it is neither reflex-
ive nor transitive. SSD relations may exist in the absence of role
hierarchies (referred to as SSD RBAC or RBAC2), or in the pres-
ence of role hierarchies (referred to as hierarchical SSD RBAC or
RBAC3). The presence of role hierarchies complicates the enforce-
ment of the SSD relations: Before assigning users to roles not only
should one check the direct user assignments but also the indirect
user assignments that occur due to the presence of the role hierar-
chies.

Fig. 2 shows a model of hierarchical SSD RBAC that consists
of: (1) a set of users (USERS) where a user is an intelligent au-
tonomous agent , (2) a set of roles (ROLES) where a role is a job
function , (3) a set of sessions (SESSIONS) where a user estab-
lishes a session during which he/she activates a subset of the roles
assigned to him/her, (4) a set of targets (TGTS), where a target is
an entity that contains or receives information, (5) a set of opera-
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Figure 2: Hierarchical SSD Role-Based Access Control

tions types (OPS) where an operation describes a service provided
by the application, and (6) a set of permissions (PRMS) where a
permission is an approval to perform an operation on targets. The
cardinalities of the relationships are indicated by the absence (de-
noting one) or presence of arrow heads (denoting many) on the
corresponding associations. For example, the association of user to
session is one-to-many. All other associations shown in the figure
are many-to-many. The association labeled Role Hierarchy defines
the inheritance relationship among roles. The association labeled
SSD specifies conflicting roles.

3. FORMULATING ACCESS
CONTROL POLICIES

Policies are expressed in terms of UML class diagrams with OCL
constraints. We define this form of diagrams with constraints as a
policy model. A policy model is obtained by analyzing the given
policy statement. For example, the following shows how the Role-
Based Access Control (RBAC) policy specified in [9] can be ex-
pressed in a policy model. The access control policy statement
must describe under what condition a user does or does not have
permission to access a target to perform a certain type of opera-
tions in a session. The RBAC policy is stated as follows:
[PRBAC−1]: If a user u has permission to access a target t to per-
form operations of type op in a session s, then there exists a role r

with the following properties:

• r has permission to access t to perform operations of type
op,

• r is an authorized role for u, and

• r is currently activated in s.

[PRBAC−2]: Roles activated in a session must be a subset of the
roles assigned to the user of the session.

A class model that is required to describe the RBAC policy is
shown in Fig. 3. The User class and Session class in the policy
model represent a set of users and a set of sessions respectively.
The Role class in the policy model represents a set of roles that a
user can play. The Permission class in the policy model represents
pairs of sets where one part of a pair is a set of Target instances and
the other is a set of OperationType instances.

To formally specify the first part of the policy statement, PRBAC−1,
we define the derived hasPermission relationship between Session
and Permission that links sessions with their permissions as stated
in the RBAC policy PRBAC−1. The OCL statements that define
the RBAC policy PRBAC−1 are given below:

PRBAC−1:
context Session inv:
hasPermission→forAll(p:Permission|

activatedRole→exists(r|r.allowedPermission→includes(p))
and sessionUser.authorizedRole→exists(r|

r.allowedPermission→includes(p)))
where a derived association hasPermission is defined as follows:

context Session:: hasPermission : Set(Permission)
derive: activatedRole.allowedPermission

The policy statement PRBAC−2 is expressed in the OCL as fol-
lows:

context Session inv:
sessionUser.authorizedRole→includesAll(self.activatedRole)

These two policy properties must be true in the model that en-
forces the RBAC policy. The policy model described above is used
for showing the policy enforcement that will be described later in
Section 5.

4. FORMULATING ACCESS CONTROL
MODELS AS ASPECT MODELS

An access control model is formulated as an aspect model using
the UML model template notation [11]. For example, Fig. 4 shows
the class diagram template of the hierarchical SSD RBAC aspect
model that was illustrated in Fig. 2. The class diagram template
of the hierarchical SSD RBAC aspect model consists of a set of
users, a set of roles, a set of user sessions, a set of targets, a set
of operation types, and a set of permissions as described earlier in
Section 2. Users are assigned to roles, roles are associated with
permissions, and users acquire permissions by being members of
roles. Association templates, such as UserAssignment and User-
Sessions produce associations between instantiations of the class
templates they connect. The multiplicity “1” on the User end of
the UserSessions template is strict: a session can only be associated
with one user. Only roles that are assigned to the user of a session
can be activated for that user in the same session. The following
invariant shown in Fig. 4 specifies the above constraint:

context Session inv:
self.UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles()→
includesAll(self.GetAllActiveRoles())

The operations that a user can perform in a session depend on the
roles activated in that session and the permissions associated with
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Figure 4: The class model template view of the RBAC aspect model

those roles. The operation template Operation in the Session

template represents operations under access control. Instantiat-
ing Operation produces an operation that describes a behavior
that is performed on target elements (e.g., a withdraw operation
on an account element in a banking system). The class template
OperationType contains an attribute template with a type param-
eter (Type). Instances of Type may be any of the user-defined enu-
meration literals instantiated from OpType which is an attribute
template of the enumeration template OpTypeEnum. Table 1 gives
an overview of operation templates in each class template shown in
Fig. 4.

All the user-defined names1 in the diagram are template param-
eters that must be bound to values when instantiating the aspect
model. Note that we used the symbol “|” to indicate template pa-
rameters in [23]. In this paper, however, we do not show the tem-
plate parameter indicator symbol “|" for the readability. For exam-
ple, the parameter template params in the Operation template
1In Fig. 4, for example, the following values are examples of ones
that are not template parameters: UML keywords such as Boolean,
String, Set, and enumeration, OCL keywords such as self and
includesAll , and all variable names such as s for a Session object,
t for a Target object.

shown in Session of Fig. 4 must be bound to a list of zero or more
operation arguments as indicated by the “∗” following the parame-
ter name.

An instantiation of Operation can have one or more arguments
representing target elements (t:Target 1..*) and zero or more other
arguments (params *). For example, the operation transfer (from:
Account, to:Account, amount:Integer) can be obtained from Ope-
ration using the following bindings for template parameters: <trans-
fer 7→ Operation, Account 7→ Target, amount : Integer 7→
params>, where (value 7→ parameter) represents a binding that
is done by providing a value for a parameter. For more detailed
specification of Operation and its instantiation examples, refer to
[23]. Table 1 gives an overview of operation templates in each class
template.

The CheckAccess operation template in Session is intended
to enforce the RBAC policy PRBAC . The OCL specification asso-
ciated with CheckAccess is given below:
context Session::CheckAccess(t:Target,

op:OperationType):Boolean
pre: true
post: result =



self.GetAllActiveRoles().Permission → exists (p |
p.Target → includes(t) and
p.OperationType → includes(op))

The postcondition of CheckAccess states the following: If there
exists an activated role with the required permission, the Check-
Access operation returns true, otherwise it returns false.

The behavior described by CheckAccess is called whenever an
operation under access control (represented by Operation) is in-
voked. When the behavior described by Operation is invoked it
first checks whether the caller has permission to perform the op-
eration on the target objects (the set of targets represented by the
parameter t in the Operation template) by invoking the behav-
ior described by CheckAccess for each target object. Invariants
and operation specifications associated with other elements in the
RBAC aspect model are given in the Appendix A.

5. VERIFYING POLICY ENFORCEMENT
In this section, we illustrate how one can apply our approach

to verifying the policy enforcement of an aspect model using an
RBAC aspect model example. Fig. 5 shows the policy enforcement
verification process we developed.

policy model and aspect model : These models are two inputs
to the verification process. Note that an aspect model is a
generic description of model families and it is specified us-
ing UML diagram template notation while a policy model
is stated in terms of UML class diagram concepts with con-
straints that express restrictions given in a policy statement.
2

realization mapping rules : To verify that an aspect model de-
scribing an access control feature enforces targeted access
control policies, we define realization mapping rules. A real-
ization mapping in our approach is a set of pairs that defines
how elements in the policy model are realized in the gener-
alized aspect model. These mapping rules are used to trans-
form the OCL invariants in the policy model into invariants
expressed in terms of aspect model concepts.

the most general context-specific aspect model : We obtain a con-
text-specific aspect model that is described at the M1 level
so that OCL transformations can be performed between two
M1-level models (i.e., one is a policy model and the other is
a context-specific aspect model). Note that a context-specific
aspect model is obtained by providing one or more domain-
specific parameter values for each parameter in an aspect
model (refer to Fig. 1). For example, for a banking appli-
cation domain, BankSession and BankRole can be pro-
vided for the class templates Session and Role in Fig. 4
respectively. Since no domain-specific value set is available
yet, we obtain the most general context-specific aspect model
of an aspect model by providing a general set of parameter
values for its template parameters as described below:

• provide a current parameter name as a parameter value
for each template (e.g., class, attribute, operation, as-
sociation templates) except multiplicity parameters on
ends of association templates.

• provide a multiplicity indicator “∗” that represents “zero
or more” for each multiplicity template in an alphabet
letter (i.e., the weakest form of multiplicity for an un-
constrained multiplicity parameter).

2In other words, an aspect model in this paper is defined at the M2
(metamodel) level of the four UML layers while a policy model is
defined at the M1 (model) level.

transformed policy model invariants : Using realization mapping
rules, invariants of an policy model are transformed into in-
variants expressed in terms of aspect model concepts.

enforcement verification : Verifying that the aspect model en-
forces the policy model involves establishing that transformed
invariants hold in the aspect model.

When an RBAC policy model in Fig. 3 and an RBAC aspect
model in Fig. 4, for example, are given as inputs to our verifica-
tion procedure, realization mapping rules are defined in the form of
set of realization pairs. A realization pair can be defined explicitly
or implicitly. An explicit pair has the form {policyElem, as-
pectElem}, indicating that the policy model element policyElem
is realized by an element aspectElem in the aspect model. The ex-
plicit realization pairs used in the verification of the RBAC aspect
model reflect the simple one-to-one relationship between the major
concepts shown in the policy model and the aspect model.

The following shows explicitly defined in realization pairs in the
RBAC realization mapping:
{Session, Session}, {User, User}, {Role, Role}, {Permis-
sion, Permission}, {Target, Target}, {OperationType, Ope-
rationType}.
In the implicit form, one or both items in the pair are expressions

that are evaluated. For example, the following is the realization pair
that describes how the UserSession association in the RBAC
policy model is realized in the aspect model:

{u:User.userSession, u:User.UserSession}.

In the above u:User.userSession represents the set of ses-
sion objects associated with a user u in the policy model, and u:User.-
UserSession represents the set of sessions associated with the real-
ization of u in the RBAC aspect model.

The following are implicitly defined in realization pairs in the
RBAC realization mapping:

{u:User.authorizedRole,
u:User.GetAuthorizedRoles()},

{r:Role.allowedPermission,
r:Role.Permission},

{s:Session.sessionUser,
s:Session.UserSession},

{s:Session.activatedRole,
s:Session.GetAllActivatedRoles()},

{p:Permission.allowedTarget,
p:Permission.Target},

{p:Permission.allowedOp,
p:Permission.OperationType}.

The permissions associated with a session via the hasPer-
mision association end in the policy model, is realized by the
set of permissions associated with roles activated in a session. If
we model the relationship between permissions and sessions in the
RBAC aspect model as a derived association between Session and
Permission that is named SPermission, then the following realiza-
tion pair maps hasPermission links to SPermission links:
{s:Session.hasPermission, s:Session.SPermission}.

Fig. 6 shows the most general context-specific RBAC class model
that is obtained from the RBAC aspect model given in Fig. 4. Ses-
sion and Role, for example, are provided as parameter values to
instantiate the class templates Session and Role respectively and
CheckAccess is provided as a parameter value for an operation tem-
plate CheckAccess. Therefore, the most general context-specific
RBAC aspect model has an operation named CheckAccess in a



Table 1: The list of operation templates defined in RBAC.
Operation Template Description
User Class Template
CreateSession creates a new session and activates a default role set; creates a

UserSession link between the user and the session
DeleteSession deactivates roles that are activated in the given session and deletes

that session; deletes a UserSession link
AssignRole creates a UserAssignment link between the user and the given role
DeassignRole deletes a UserAssignment link
GetAssignedRoles returns the set of roles directly assigned to the user as well as those

roles that are inherited by the directly assigned roles
GetAuthorizedRoles returns the set of roles directly assigned to the user as well as those

roles that are inherited by the directly assigned roles (junior roles)
Session Class Template
AddActiveRole creates a new SessionRole link between the session and the role that

is one of roles in the authorized role set.
DropActivatedRole deletes a SessionRole link between the session and the given role.
GetAllActiveRoles returns a set of all roles which are activated for that session and all

their junior roles
CheckAccess determines whether an access should be granted or not
Operation invokes the operation under access control if the caller has

permission to each target
Role Class Template
GrantPemission creates a new PermAssignment link between the role and the given
RevokePemission permission deletes a new PermAssignment link
AddInheritance adds a link RoleHierarchy to a senior role
DeleteInheritance deletes a link RoleHierarchy to a senior role
AddSSDRole creates a new SSD link between roles
DeleteSSDRole deletes an SSD link
GetAllJuniors returns a set of roles which consists of direct junior roles and all

other junior roles acquired by the transitive closure relation in a
role hierarchy

GetAllSeniors returns a set of roles which consists of direct senior roles and all
other senior roles acquired by the transitive closure relation in a
role hierarchy

GetAuthorizedUsers returns the set of users that are assigned to the role and its senior
CheckAccess roles determines whether an access should be granted or not
Permission Class Template
CheckAccess determines whether an access should be granted or not
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class Session. For each multiplicity parameter expressed in an al-
phabet letter (e.g., the multiplicity parameter a on Session end of
UserSession association of Fig. 4), we provide the multiplicity
indicator “∗”.

Using realization mappings shown above, the RBAC policy con-
straints PRBAC−1 and PRBAC−2 are transformed to the following:

PRBAC−1−transformed:
context Session inv:
SPermission→forAll(p:Permission|

GetAllActiveRoles()→exists(r|
r.Permission→includes(p)) and

UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles()→exists(r|
r.Permission→includes(p)))

where a derived association SPermission is defined as follows:

context Session:: SPermission : Set(Permission)

derive: self.GetAllActiveRoles().Permission

PRBAC−2−transformed:
context Session inv:
UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles()→

includesAll(GetAllActivatedRoles())



The behavior described by the CheckAccess template must en-
force the transformed RBAC policy properties, PRBAC−1−transformed

and PRBAC−2−transformed. We show the policy enforcement be-
low:

• From the definition of SPermission, if there is a permis-
sion in the set of permissions represented by SPermission

that grants the access, an invocation of a CheckAccess op-
eration with an argument t representing the target operation
and an argument op representing the operation type, must re-
turn true; otherwise it returns false.

• Note that s.CheckAccess(t, op) = true when the follow-
ing expression in the postcondition of CheckAccess is true:
self.GetAllActiveRoles().Permission → exists (p |

p.Target → includes(t) and
p.OperationType → includes(op))

• PRBAC−2−transformed holds because of the invariant shown
in Fig. 6.

• Showing that PRBAC−2−transformed holds in the RBAC as-
pect model requires one to show that the following expres-
sion is true for all permissions in the set of permissions rep-
resented by SPermission (i.e., permissions that grant the
access):
GetAllActiveRoles()→exists(r|

r.Permission→includes(p)) −− (1)
and
UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles()→exists(r|

r.Permission→includes(p)) −− (2)
The postcondition of CheckAccess must return true for

each permission p that grants the access. Therefore, the fol-
lowing expression holds:
GetAllActiveRoles().Permission→exists(p) −− (3)
which is equivalent to
GetAllActiveRoles().exists(r|

r.Permission→includes(p))
Therefore, (1) holds.
From the expression (3) and PRBAC−2−transformed, we
know the following expression holds:
UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles().Permission→exists(p)
which is equivalent to
UserSession.GetAuthorizedRoles()→exists(r|

r.Permission→includes(p))
Therefore, (2) holds.

• Therefore, two transformed RBAC policy properties,
PRBAC−1−transformed and PRBAC−2−transformed, holds
in RBAC aspect model.

6. RELATED WORK
Approaches to specifying and analyzing access control features

that are based on sophisticated mathematical concepts (e.g., [4, 5,
6, 8, 16]), formally stated, allow one to check that developed ac-
cess control features enforce required polices. In practice, however,
applying mathematically-based formal specification techniques can
be difficult because of the high degree of mathematical skill needed.
Therefore, a representation that can be analyzed without sacrificing
understandability and usability is desirable.

In this regard, Tidswell and Jaeger [25] propose an approach to
visualizing access control constraints. They point out the need for
visualizing constraints and the limitations of previous work (e.g.,
[2, 20, 21]) on expressing constraints. Another effort to graphical

specification of RBAC is proposed by Koch et al. [18]. In their ap-
proach, RBAC policies are represented by graph transformations.
Verification of RBAC policies is carried out by showing that graph-
ical constraints do not occur in the graph specifying RBAC poli-
cies. The drawback of these two approaches is that they created a
new notation for specifying constraints and it is not clear how the
new notation can be integrated with other widely-used design no-
tations. The approach described in this research utilizes notations
from a standardized modeling language and also integrates the pol-
icy specification activity with design modeling activities. In our
approach, access control policies and access control models are ex-
pressed using UML-based notations. Therefore, UML tools can be
used to specify them.

There has been some work on using the UML to model security
features (e.g., see [1, 7, 10, 15, 17, 19]. Chan and Kwok [7] model
a design pattern for security that addresses asset and functional dis-
tribution, vulnerability, threat, and impact of loss. Lodderstedt et
al. [19] propose SecureUML and define a vocabulary for annotat-
ing UML-based models with information relevant to access control.
Jürjens [17] models security mechanisms based on the multi-level
classification of data in a system using an extended form of the
UML called UMLsec. The UML tag extension mechanism is used
to denote sensitive data. Statechart diagrams model the dynamic
behavior of objects, and sequence diagrams are used to model pro-
tocols. Deployment diagrams are also used to model links between
components across servers. UMLsec is fully described in a UML
profile. These approaches mainly focus on extending the UML no-
tation to better reflect security concerns. The approach described in
this research complements the UMLsec by capturing access control
policies in patterns that can be reused by developers of secure sys-
tems. France et al. [10] and Georg et al. [15] have shown how con-
cerns can be modeled as aspects, expressed as structural and behav-
ioral patterns specifications, and composed with designs expressed
in the UML (e.g., security concerns [13, 15], and authentication
and auditing [14]). Our work complements their work by provid-
ing a technique to check the policy enforcement in an aspect model.
Ahn et al. [1] also proposes a framework that can be utilized for
representing and validating the RBAC design model using UML
and OCL. In their work, they translate RBAC authorization con-
straints that are formally specified in Role-based Constraints Lan-
guage 2000 (RCL2000) [3] into OCL constraints for their model
validation. While their framework is proposed for validating the
UML design models against formally specified authorization con-
straints, our work has more focuses on design verification against
policy requirements that are represented by policy models in this
paper.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have given an AOM approach to modeling ac-

cess control features that enforce access control policies separately
as aspects and checking whether modeled aspects enforces given
policies. In our approach, access control features are modeled as
aspect models using the UML model template notation [11]. To
check that an aspect model enforces expected access control poli-
cies, one needs to express access control policies in the forms that
access control aspects are specified. In our approach, we propose
to create a policy model that is a set of policies stated in terms
of UML class diagram concepts with constraints and to obtain a
context-specific aspect model that is the most general form of in-
stantiation from the aspect model.

Verifying access control aspect models against given policy re-
quirements required us to define realization mapping pairs to show
the relationship of concepts in two models. These mapping rules



were used to transform the OCL invariants in the policy model into
invariants expressed in terms of aspect model concepts. A diffi-
culty arose when relating generic and domain-specific concepts:
An aspect model describes generic concepts while a policy model
expresses domain-specific concepts. To tackle this problem we ob-
tained a prototypical UML model from the generic aspect model.
The prototypical model is one of the most-general context-specific
models that can be instantiated from the aspect model. It is obtained
by simply replacing parameters with the parameter names. The
multiplicity parameters are replaced with the weakest form of mul-
tiplicities allowed by the aspect model. This prototypical model is
used to establish that an aspect model enforces access control poli-
cies expressed as UML class models. We are currently working on
applying the suggested approach to a small on-line shopping cart
example and plan to extend our case study to more complex system
examples.

Security policies including access control policies may change
during a mission and evolving systems must keep pace with those
changes. Our approach can be extended to evolving security poli-
cies. By encapsulating security concerns (in aspects), changes can
be made in the aspect, and the effects can be incorporated into the
models through composition. Therefore, we are currently investi-
gating how aspects can be extracted from the composed model and
modified so that the required changes can be applied to aspects and
then eventually applied to the application itself using a verifiable
aspect composition approach proposed in [23].
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